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Dear Sir or Madam,
RE: AGENTS TO THE SAILING YACHT EOS.
It gives me great pleasure to write a letter of recommendation
for a company
of Asia Pacific Super Yachts and people like Scott, Joan and Shine.
I have been fortunate

enough to have enjoyed

such as the Singapore

a career of 20 years to date in yachting,

office

13 of these as

master on 50+ metre yachts, cruising mostly off the beaten track where agents and yacht support

services

play an integral part in allowing us to operate safely and efficiently. Having relied so much on these types
of support companies, I know what we require in the way of services and the level at which these should
be constantly available, not only to a yacht owner and captain but also the crew and other support
elements in each yachts yacht's own busy world.
I can honestly
charter,

say that in two busy stops in Singapore,

crew R&R, maintenance/repair

downtime)

for varying duration

I have experienced

and reason (pre owner,

the consistency

levels of service that we require from a yacht agent. These have been provided
integrity that I and our owner expect when someone
matters relating to us and the owner.
I have the utmost confidence
hesitation
future

in recommending

and look forward

to contact

in the abilities

is dealing temporarily

and integrity

me if you have any further

questions

with the honesty and

with personal

and fiscal

of Scott and his team and as such, have no

them to friends and colleagues

to many more years of excellent

pre

in the types and

in the industry.

I wish them well, for the

service and co-operation.

or I can be of any further

Please do not hesitate

assistance in this regard.

Kind regards.
Jerry Reed

Master, S.Y. EOS
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